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Coldhearted
Sins
rpHE enemies of Jesus denounced Him for
His Sabbath desecrations and for social
izing with publicans and sinners. In the
first instance He broke with the legalisms
of the Pharisees, as when His disciples
plucked corn and rubbed it with their hands
and ate it on the Sabbath day, or when He
healed men on that day. His critics argued
in substance, “This is work and is therefore
unlawful.” In the second instance, Jesus
defied Judaism’s segregation of sinners.
He had no barriers within Him, so He ate
with men as opportunity was afforded.
Jesus hurled His strongest invectives
against what Dorothy Sayers called “coldhearted sins.” Covetousness was one of
them. She observed, “Covetousness breaks
down the standards by which we assess our

spiritual values.” Jesus insists (and He
never misses), “For a man’s life consisteth
not in the abundance of the things which
he possesseth” (Luke 12:156). Covetousness
sometimes purrs in near silence and grins
like a Cheshire cat. But its influence is
always demoralizing.
Envy is another “high-grade” (cold) sin.
It comes to church fairly regularly and has
an air of respectability. It practices down
grading and is a highly skilled debunker.
Envy is littleness with a smirk, a snarl, and
sometimes with a whisper behind the hand.
Unhappiness is its “cup of tea.” It hates to
see others happy and revels in candor.
Then there is pride. The Bible indicates
this is a root-sin. It leads to idolatry, espe
cially in the worship of self. Sometimes it
hides behind a professed intellectualism and
challenges God to prove himself on man’s
terms. It frequently tries to make a bargain
with God as though to outwit Him. Pride
tends to become its own center of gravity,
but finally it must face the judgment of the
Man of Calvary.
Let the ancient prayer of the Psalmist
speak to us today, confronting all coldhearted, inward sin:

“Search me, O God, and know my heart:
Try me, and know my thoughts:
And see if there be any wicked way in me,
And lead me in the way everlasting”
(139:23-24).
□

• By Willis E. Snowbarger
Kansas City

The Affirming College
HE comprehensive study of divorced from religious and moral
Church-sponsored Higher understanding and analysis.
Education in the United
The Affirming College Has
States sponsored by the Danforth
Clarity of Purpose
Foundation and published in 1966
and Objectives
describes four different patterns of
Every agency that seeks to de
church-affiliated colleges and uni
termine excellence in educational
versities: (1) “the defender of the
institutions would say that this is
faith college,” (2) “the non-affirm
a first priority.
ing college,” (3) “the free Chris
It is simple to talk about the ed
tian college,” and (4) “the churchucation “of the whole person” and
related university.”
pay lip service to “moral and
The colleges which belong to the spiritual values.” But many edu
first two patterns have expressed cational institutions are a grand
dissatisfaction with the names giv smorgasbord, permitting and en
en, but virtually every college can couraging the student to piece to
locate itself.
gether a fractionated or overly spe
The authors would undoubtedly cialized program, get a degree, and
classify Nazarene colleges as “de yet hardly be educated in the great
fenders of the faith.” We wonder issue and timeless concerns with
why not call them simply “the af which every human being since
firming colleges”? The authors are Adam has struggled.
fair enough to indicate that each
Nazarene colleges are liberal arts
type they have described includes colleges which stress the building
some strong colleges.
of a meaningful life. One statement
Historically, the Church and the suggests the following goals for a
Christian religion have had a pri college education: (1) mastery of
mary role in the founding of uni a limited area of knowledge—a
versities and in the spread of major: (2) breath of preparation in
learning. As the late Alexander the arts and sciences: (3) prepara
Miller of Stanford observed, "Once tion for use of the tools—lan
the church and the university guages, mathematics, oral and
communication:
and
were wed. Then, they’ found they w r i t t e n
couldn’t live together so they got (4) the basis for a philosophy of
divorced, with the university life. At the end of four years the
charging mental cruelty. They also appropriate question is not “What
found they couldn’t live apart and have I received?” but “What am I
now they are trying to figure out becoming?” A philosophy of life,
how to reconstitute the relation a sense of direction or mission, and
a set of values or convictions are
ship.”
The issues of our time raise a an outcome of a good education.

T

new, pressing question for educa
tion. The conditions of society
challenge the assumption that sec
ular, non-commital, and objective
studies are, in fact, good education
if permitted to remain completely

These Purposes Are Closely
and Centrally Related
to the Needs of People
There is something about secu
lar education which makes it ten
tative, relative, and always post-

poning ultimate answers. Students,
now perhaps more than ever, want
to know what to believe and on
what to stake their lives.
Un
fortunately, while their anguish
and anger toward the university
are sometimes very real, the pub
lic
educational system
cannot
provide such answers. They are
looking for a church and for a doc
trine.
Archibald MacLeish observed
that, “in spite of the magnificence
of the achievements in research
and educational methods, the edu
cated man, the man capable not
of providing specialized answers
but of asking the great and lib
erating questions by which hu
manity makes its way through
time, is not more frequently en
countered than he was 200 years
ago. On the contrary, he is rarely
discovered in public life at all.”
Public education is severely lim
ited in the extent to which it can
propose the answers or cope with
many of the ultimate questions of
life and death. Certainly the arms
of the behavioral and natural
sciences are short to accomplish
this task.
But Christian scholars, working
at the toughest questions of life
and education, can grapple with
these questions in the context of
moral sensitivity and a sense of
ultimate things in a Christian
college. The undergraduate stu
dent may not get all of these
things pieced together by age 21,
but he can have the exhilarating
experience of working with ma
ture scholars who are putting the
pieces together.
The affirming college takes a
realistic view of man and the hu
man predicament. It does not ig
nore man’s inability to save him
self. It cannot ignore the tragic: it
must face directly the boredom of
many people who are simply
"success”-oriented.
The Christian college must be
committed to “a meaningful in
terpretation of human existence
and to the exposition of a doc
trinal system upon which students
can build an ordered and stable
life. . . . The nurturing of such
a faith, supported by reason, must
be the dominant aim of the
church-related college” (Earl Mc
Grath) .
The pessimism of criminologists
is justified.
Hope comes only
when sinful man seeks a Saviour,
and rebuilding the society de
pends upon redeemed lives.
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What Do We Affirm? Nazarene
Colleges Affirm their Christian
Faith
Students, faculty, administrators
identify with Christian teachings
and start their exploration for
truth in the light of firm commit
ments in faith.
A high degree of shared values
provides a strong unifying factor
in the community. Students nur
tured in the Christian faith will
not likely find such a college
changing their values, but rather
guiding them toward maturity and
confirmation of the values they
have already learned to appreci
ate.
Such an “ecology of value” rep
resents a strength sought for but
often missing in colleges. One ac
creditation review team reported,
“The purposes of the college
within the special religious frame
work of the Church of the Naza
rene are clearly conceived, closely
related to curriculum and student
activities, widely accepted among
the groups involved, and clearly
appropriate to the particular and

rather
homogeneous
clientele.”
This cohesiveness and clarity were
a very favorable part of their eval
uation.
Surely it is not anti-intellectual
to suggest that education has its
limits. Public education, particu
larly, should not be expected to
provide “doctrine” or answers that
come from beyond its stock of
knowledge and research methods.
Yet many of the things which stu
dents are asking of universities
today can be supplied only from
the Church or from Christian
faith.
Hopefully the affirming
college can provide for this need
of society.
The history, wisdom literature,
and parables of the Bible are most
instructive, reliable, and depend
able for us, although we live in
the twentieth century. Our the
ology points the way to an inter
pretation of reality which carries
our values into our way of life
and gives us a sense of identity,
purpose, integration, and unity
with other members of society.
The nurturing of the Christian

faith in the midst of all kinds of
new learning experiences and
new knowledge helps constantly
to answer the questions, “Who
am I?” “What am I here for?”
and ‘ What is my ultimate des
tiny?” While others grope, we
should cope with the problems of
life and the needs of others.
At times some of us have al
lowed ourselves to overstate the
case for the Christian college. It
reminds one of the advertisement
which vastly overrated a book, to
which one irate reader responded,
“The fellow who writ the ad
should have writ the book!” But
again, as someone said of Gen
eral MacArthur, “Do not under
estimate a man because he con
sistently overestimates himself.”
Nazarene colleges are more
necessary to the work of the
church now than at any other
time. And one could very well
believe that their contribution to
society is more needed now and
more significant for the future
than any other program of the
church at this point in time.
0

genius of the Christian faith—not
a patched-up job but a new life, a
new personality, a new purpose,
and a new dynamic. Through
Christ’s presence we discover re
sources that are entirely new and
adequate for a new kind of life.

mannerisms, a mere improvement
in the externals.
These improvements will come,
but they are the flowers from the
roots and will soon fade and die
in themselves.
It is not the house man lives in
nor the car he drives that counts,
but rather the man himself. Pos
sessions may be good as far as
they go. and every effort must be
put forth to improve man’s physi
cal state, but still they do not go
far enough.
How this abundant life is to be
accomplished will remain as mys
terious as life itself. We may know
through personal experience that
the redemptive love of Jesus Christ
reaches down into the very heart
of life, touching the most needy
areas, bringing healing life that is
so very meaningful and exciting.
When by faith Jesus Christ
makes His entrance into our lives,
the burden of sin is lifted and
guilt is removed. Life becomes so
very different—so different that it
is altogether new—we are bom
again!
0

• By J. George Taylorson
Pasadena, Calif.

Tk TO WHERE is the purpose of
I \! the Gospel more clearly
1 X stated than in the words of
Jesus, as recorded in John’s Gos
pel: “I am come that they might
have life, and that they might have
it more abundantly.”
Two thousand years have rolled
by and still, with all our knowl
edge and experience, we are in
clined toward the conviction that
the mere rearranging of surface
patterns will produce meaningful
living and peace of mind. If this
quality of life is to be discovered,
it will not be from the mere so
ciological tinkering of man.
New methods have provided us
with new ways in which to de
stroy ourselves. Today we have
arrived at the place where we
have more to live with than any
former generation, yet from many
appearances less to live for. Bore
dom is becoming the plague of
our day.
Jesus frankly told Nicodemus,
a man of wealth and high posi
tion, that he must be born anew,
born from above. This is the very
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If society is to be redeemed, it
will not be by the changing of
outside patterns of living, alone.
One has suggested that such a
change would be about as effec
tive as painting the pump handle
would be in purifying a polluted
well.
Basically it is not life’s perform
ance that is wrong—this is the
symptom of the disease. The dis
ease lies deep in the nature of
man himself. That which alone
treats the outside is dealing with
the symptom rather than the dis
ease itself.
The Bible is clear on the work
of the Spirit of God in convicting
and regenerating man. It makes
plain that the answer is not the
reformation of society by the re
arranging of things, more polite

• By Esther J. Uerkvitz
San Jose, Costa Rica,
Central America

Snakes, Margaret Mead
and Marijuana
E were in a hurry that
October afternoon in San
Jose, Costa Rica. Cen
tral America. I had just finished
glancing through the Miatiu Her
ald, remarking to my husband ing us, that the full significance
about two articles that had caught of the two articles appearing to
my attention.
gether in the same paper was
The first article concerned the realized.
declared attitude of Dr. Margaret
As I reached for the right door
Mead toward young adults 16 handle of the car, my husband,
years of age and older being free from the left side of the car, ex
ly allowed to use marijuana. In claimed. “Don't open your door.
the name of “compassion" for to There is a huge snake coiled on
day's discontented youth, she felt the floor where you would put
that they should be allowed the your feet."
use of a perennial pacifier in the
Since I had just shared with
form of marijuana and other him the Miami’s "Engine Trou
drugs.
ble” story, I did not believe him.
The fact that this amounts to I thought he was teasing and I
becoming a life dropout rather failed to find it very amusing.
than meeting the problems of liv My disbelief did not change the
ing realistically and thus striving facts, for there on the floor was
toward mature psychological de a very angry, seven-foot boa con
velopment did not seem to matter strictor.
to Dr. Mead in her great “con
Now anyone who knows any
cern” for today's youth.
thing about snakes knows that a
The second article was entitled boa constrictor is not poisonous.
“Engine Trouble," and showed a Yet if some doctor of anthropolo
Florida man removing a huge, gy had pointed this out to us
domesticated boa constrictor from and urged us to permit that snake
the motor of his car.
to stay in our car, we would have
The relationship of these two considered that individual either
articles did not become apparent mentally afflicted or a fool, and
immediately. It was only after we certainly not aware of the prob
had rushed to our jeep Wagoneer lems involved in responsible drivon our way to language study, ing.
and found the “surprise” await
It could have been argued that

W
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we had had that snake as an
unknown passenger for several
days, that we had driven in some
of the heaviest traffic without in
cident. Yet the thought still
haunts us as we wonder what
would have happened if this
"harmless snake" had come out
from its hiding place under our
front seat, struck me on the ankle
(not poisonous, remember), or
simply wrapped itself around my
leg. In a time when all of our
attention needed to be on the
hazardous driving problems sur
rounding us, would we have had
the emotional ability to concen
trate on the real dangers?
Or
would we have suddenly become
distracted dropouts from the ne
cessity of controlled and defensive
driving?
Today the snake resides in a
specially built cage in our back
yard. Each time it strikes at us, we
thank God for His protective hand
from the possible consequences of
our "harmless'’ boa.
"Dropping out" through the in
fluence of “harmless” marijuana
in the life of a young person in a
time of history when the nation
and the world desperately need
growth
into mature
manhood
could be fatal. Dr. Mead, mari
juana, and snakes need to be kept
in their proper perspective in this
permissive
and
often
foolish
world.
We need some Daniels among
our youth, for Daniel “purposed
in his heart that he would not de
file himself,” and God gave him
“knowledge and skill in all learning and understanding” (Daniel
1:8, 17, Amplified).
□
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DISCOVER^
As a Man Thinketh
there
are
hin
drances to living in the
stream of the Spirit, why not
consider His gentle checks as
challenges to higher levels
and purer air? It is the man
ner in which you accept the
Spirit’s working in your life
that determines whether you
see it as a hindrance or a
challenge.
Our thinking is shaped by
what we see, what we read,
and what we hear. The will
of the Christian directed by
the Holy Spirit decides where
the mind will dwell.
One dare not become a
helpless victim of the spirit of
the day. We are responsible
for our voluntary thoughts.
When we say to them. "Come
in and have a cup of tea," ice
are doing the entertaining.
But the Spirit will help us
choose our guests. All must
be brought under the author
ity of the Holy Spirit and He
will insist there be no out
siders.
Oliver Wendell Holmes tells
us that “a word is the skin of
a living thought." How force
fully this image implies that
as we think so we are. and so
we speak! Our speech reveals
our thoughts.
We must bring our minds to
the foot of the Cross: to the
daily, hourly, momentary
cleansing of the Blood as we
walk in the light.
"When the bird of thought
is let go. does it fly out like a
raven to settle upon some
floating carcass? Or does it,
like the dove, circle and re
turn to the ark of God'.’’’
"W hatsoever things are
lovely . . . think on these
things.”
ecause

B

S E E K I N G teen-ager ex
plodes. "You talk about lev
ying your fellowmen! Let’s
see you do it for a change!”
he proceeds to tell of his feeling
that his long-haired friends have
been cut off from Christian love
in time of need.
Christ proclaims, "Love one an
other, as I have loved you” (John
15:12). "I pray not that thou
shouldest take them [Christians]
out of the world, but that thou
shouldest keep them from the
evil” (John 17:15).
Let’s face some haunting ques
tions. Have we. the holiness peo
ple, somehow failed to express
Christian concern and compassion
for fear of contact with sinful
men? Have we in word told of
the love of Jesus Christ, while in
deed we were alienating ourselves
from the very ones for whom
Christ died? Have we, in the
name of Christian separation, kept
those who need Christ most out
side our circle of love?
I have often visited the remains
of a religious community in Penn
sylvania Dutch country called
"The Cloisters.”
Years ago a
group, convinced that to be holy
meant to be com
pletely separated
even in a physi
cal sense, set up
a totally s e 1 fsustaining
commu n i t y, ■ surrounded by a
high board fence.
Touring groups

A

today can see the areas where
they worshipped God. grew their
crops, spun their cloth, and even
prepared their dead for burial.
And
In talking with the elderly
guide, I discovered that he was a
direct descendant of the original
inhabitants. Rapport being estab
lished, I asked him, "Sir. with the
high and righteous ambitions of
those who settled here to live
holy lives before God, separated
from all else in the world, please
tell me just one thing: Why must
you show us today merely a his
torical site rather than a flourish
ing community? What happened?”
I shall never forget his answer.
The meaningful look in his eyes
reflected the wisdom of his years,
as he said in Dutch accent, “Be
cause that idea just don’t work,
Mister—it just don’t work!”
And it doesn’t! "Holiness of
heart and life” cannot be shut in!
The hope of the Church and in
deed of the world today is for
those whose lives are grounded in
Christ so to evidence His love
that they move boldly' into the
arena of life, telling of a Christ
who can save from sin and guilt,
meeting the needs of the masses,
feeding the hungry, healing in
justice. and in so doing proclaim
ing the heart of the message of
Christian holiness.
While we would hold no brief
for a "social gospel” that ignores
the heart of the true gospel of re
demption through the blood of
Christ, it is hard to conceive of a
man redeemed from the hopeless

state of sin and filled with Chris
tian love who is unconcerned for
the great needs of his fellowmen
today. "Thou shalt love the Lord
thy God with all thy heart . . .
[and] thy neighbour as thyself."
To put it very simply, the soul
redeemed by the blood of Christ
and filled with the sanctifying
Spirit in perfect love to God and
his fellowmen will seek by every
legitimate means to be a part of
the community in which he lives,
to participate meaningfully in the
affairs of men. and to let his life
in Christ be the “little leaven
that leaveneth the whole lump"
of society today.
Perhaps some may misunder
stand his motives as he moves
outside the circle of Christian fel
lowship to seek a basis of friend
ship and understanding with un
christian acquaintances that will
open doors to win them for
Christ. But as he wins souls he
will know the Christian’s only
true success, for “they that be
wise shall shine as the brightness
of the firmament; and they that
turn many to righteousness as the
stars for ever and ever" (Daniel
12:3).
I met a man the other day
whose life had taken on new
meaning through the purpose
Christ can give. He is one of the
nine top executives
stationed
throughout the country by one of
the largest insurance companies
in the world.

I thought he'd want to talk of
his success in his chosen field, but
when we met he said to me. "I
just can’t wait to tell you what
Betty and I have been doing late
ly.”
He spoke of their deep desire to
serve Christ, and the few faulty
attempts they had made at Chris
tian witnessing.
One day his pastor asked him
how many non-Christians he could
really count as friends. To his
amazement, he could think of
none.

“Then." asked his pastor, "how
can you expect to carry out the
Great Commission'?"

“It came to me." he said, "that
to win a person to Jesus Christ,
just as in insurance sales, I had
first of all to win him to myself."

Up to that time his "witness"
had been attempted words to peo
ple whom he hardly knew. Thon
he and his wife began to seek
means of meaningful fellowship
with those they sought to win.
They opened their home, cooked
meal after meal, and even bought
ash trays, enduring habits they
were unaccustomed to, to find the
level of personal friendship and
acceptance that might give tin
opening to witness.
With mounting excitement, he
told me of seven families won to
Jesus Christ within the preceding
few weeks.

Of one he said that, after estab
lishing friendship, he by chance
got on the same plane with the
man. heading to the east coast.
Their assigned seats were far
apart. He prayed. "Lord, if this
should be my opportunity, let me
sit with him."

Almost immediately the man's
seat mate, recognizing that they
were acquainted, offered to ex
change seats.
Somewhere over
Colorado, flying at 30.000 feet, the
discussion turned to Christ. The
man's heart reached higher than
the plane could fly. and he re
ceived Christ as his personal
Savior.
Small wonder for my friend's
excitement! His life and that of
his entire family have taken on
new dimensions of service as he
follows the overwhelming pur
pose which Christ has brought in
to his life.

It is this purpose, expressed in
multitudinous ways, and adopted
as the cornerstone of life, that un
dergirds the truth that holiness
cannot be shut in.

By its very nature, the love in
dwelling the heart of the sanctified
child of God bursts the boundaries
that so often circumscribe out
lives. enabling him to obey the
Scripture command to "go ye in
to all the world"—every segment
of society as well as geographical
location—"and preach the gospel."
O
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• By Ross W. Hayslip
Tucson, Ariz.

gbostWtojks

Positive Churchmanship
T N the armed forces everyone is issued a

pair of metal identification disks, affec
tionately known as “dog tags.” They in
>',,»'.IWi.««**
clude only four brief items and encompass
HE state of Arizona is dotted with abandoned
four lines with the following information:
mining camps, ghost towns—the crumbling
name, serial number (now social security
ruins of once thriving mining sites. In some
number), blood type, and religion.
of these towns, now truly ghosts, deserted buildings
My third line reads: “A positive.”
line deserted streets with only the wind and elements
The fourth line reads: “Nazarene.”
as tenants.
Evocative of past glories, places where hopes of
A positive Nazarene! To be a positive
fortune were built—some realized, some lost—Ari
force, an edifying, constructive influence in
zona’s ghost towns stand as monuments to a lively
the church, should be the consuming desire
heyday of mining production that has now passed
of every Nazarene. How disastrous to be
from them.
Across our nation are thousands of people now
negative, to tear down, to degrade or dis
devoid of spiritual relationship to God. Once they
credit!
were earnest and involved Christians, joyful in their
Not only does the term POSITIVE carry
service to God and their church. Now they have a
the thought of being affirmative; it also
profession without possession, a form of godliness
without the power, the ritual without reality. These
implies decisiveness and definiteness. This
people are spiritual ghost towns.
should color and characterize our position
Once in a while they are seized with nostalgia as
on basic Christian doctrines, especially our
they recall better days. The thrill of prayer, the in
conviction of the necessity of holy living.
spiration that comes from Bible reading, and the
We are Nazarenes by belief, not by birth;
happiness of worship are all recollections of another
era.
by choice, not chance. Even though I
Now they fill the aching void with a round of
preach “The Nazarene of the Church” more
enterprises that many times includes numerous
than the Church of the Nazarene, keeping
church activities.
Christ central, I still plead guilty to de
There are congregations that once were a center
of holy influence in their communities. The pews
nominational loyalty.
were filled with people, the altars with seekers, and
The Apostle Paul used the term EDIFY
the atmosphere with power. Now the auditorium is
more than a dozen times in his Epistles. By
almost empty except for days of special ballyhoo and
this he meant to help, to build up, to en
promotion, and the program of the church has be
courage, to support, to promote good, and
come of more importance than its passion for a lost
world. The greater part of its activities can be
to increase efficiency. It sounds like he was
carried on without any of the glory of God upon it.
exhorting the believers at Corinth, Ephesus,
The older members talk of the days when it was
Rome, and Thessalonica to be explicit Chris
necessary to open the overflow areas to accommo
tians, staunch and positive members of their
date the crowds. They tell of the great revivals
when evangelists who were giants in their day
local churches. He feared that negative at
stood in the pulpits as channels through whom the
titudes and disparaging talk would weaken
Holy Spirit did His work. They now have only the
“the body of Christ.”
past tense in which to dwell.
Your physical blood type may be other
Our age is filled with pessimism and hopelessness.
than “A Positive.”
But your spiritual
Sorokin has rightly said, “The history of human
progress is a history in incurable stupidity. In the
bloodstream can be pure and positive for
course of human history several thousands of revo
Christ and the Church which He loved and
lutions have been launched with a view to establish
for
which He gave himself that He might
a paradise on earth. Practically none of them has
sanctify and cleanse it ... a glorious church
ever achieved its purpose.”
Man cannot save himself. To serve God vitally
. . . holy and without blemish (Ephesians
in our generation we cannot look to the past. Our
5:25-27).
time is now.
Chaplain, Lt. Col. C. L. Chilton
Ghost towns are valuable for the study of history,
Grand Forks AFB, N.D.
but contribute little to the solution of our present
social problems. If this be true in the natural sense,
it is even more so in the spiritual.
O

T
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• By G. Edwin Lint
Mifflinburg, Pa.

SINNING
AGAINST THE WILL
HE menu of the business campaign to get people to stop
banquet called for steak smoking.
and our conversation drift
The truth of the matter is that
ed to different ways of preparing
neither warnings from the pulpit
it. My wife and I. avid steak eat nor scientific evidence from the
ers, declared our preference for medical profession has caused the
charcoal-broiled porterhouse.
great btdk of the smoking public
It was then very natural to in to quit the habit. People who are
vite our table companions, a busi willing to forego steak or cranber
ness associate and his wife, to a ry sauce, sweeten food with real
cookout. They declined with sugar, avoid MSG, and ban DDT
thanks, stating they never ate are not willing to quit smoking.
Why? In the case of steak, cycla
charcoal-broiled food because some
authorities felt that a certain resi mates, and DDT we can exercise
due left on the meat might induce our wills and make personal de
cisions based on the facts as we
cancer.
Of particular interest was the understand them. In the case of
smoking or drinking, however, we
fact that both the man and his
wife were smoking cigarettes at cannot exercise the will and make
that very moment. This incident a decision based on our assessment
took place a full three years of alternatives because the power
of the will has largely been can
after the surgeon-general released
celled out by a chemical addic
the official report on smoking and
tion.
health.
Later, in thinking about this
conversation, I was moved by the
thought that the whole sin in
smoking, drinking, and other such
habits does not lie in the potential
Times have changed and
danger to the physical body. If
people change;
bodily danger were the only issue,
Some think that God's
there are many other practices
open to question.
changed too.
Safety experts estimate that 10,According to the old Good
000 people lost their lives last
Book
year because they failed to buckle
This simply is not true.
their seat belts. Does this mean
that we who drive with unbuckled
Don't try to bring God down
belts sin as we would say a man
to us,
sins who drinks and drives? Sure
ly the unbuckled belt represented
But rather seek His plane.
a real physical danger for those
We still must come to God *
who died. But was it sin?
through Christ;
Traditionally t h e evangelical
5
All
other
ways are vain.
movement has been opposed to the
use of tobacco and alcohol on the
True prayer will get the ear
grounds that the body is the temple
of the Holy Spirit and these sub
of God
stances destroy and defile the
Today as yesterday.
body. Recent medical findings
We have changed, and
have been widely publicized which
never God.
reinforce the church’s contentions
He stays the same for aye.
about bodily defilement.
The American Cancer Society
John Wallace Ames
and the American Heart Associa
West Kennebunk, Me.
tion, among others, have used mass
communications media in a strong

T

Who Needs to Change?

The Genesis account of the ori
gin of the human race clearly
states that we were created with
wills, the power to choose and
decide. Although Eve was con
fronted with the full persuasive
powers of the master tempter, she
still made her own decision
through the power of her own
will.
But the ciiain smoker or prob
lem drinker cannot make a de
cision based on rational judgment.
He knows full well that smoking
is ruining his health and drinking
is ruining his life—but his will is
useless. It is no longer functional
due to the addictive power of nico
tine and alcohol.
The sin, then, in smoking and
drinking is not only against the
body’ but against the will. This ele
ment of our existence which sets
us apart from both angels and
animals must not be violated. The
power of the will to guide us in
the best interests of body and soul
must remain intact.
Young people in particular need
to understand this relationship be
tween the will and chemical addic
tion. At 16 it’s easy to go along
with the crowd: “I’ll just smoke a
little, so the guys will think I’m
okay.” “I’ll just have a beer now
and then, so I can be in on all the
fun the gang has.”
This so-called innocent con
formity’ to group pressure can lead
to a lifelong habit well beyond the
power of the will.
The “myth of moderation” is
also dangerous. The moderate or
social use of alcohol can easily'
lead to the chains of full-fledged
chemical addiction. Drinking alone
or drinking before five o’clock are
not the first steps toward addic
tion. The first glass is the first
step—as testified by many alco
holics.
God gave us three basic drives
which sustain our physical exist
ence and perpetuate the race. Any
foreign drive created by introduc
ing chemicals into the body repre
sents sin against our wills and
against God.
□
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Editorially Speaking
• By W. T. PURKISER

Partial Obedience
It is an open question whether partial obedi
ence is any obedience at all. Yet many are try
ing to get by with God on the basis of going
partway while holding back from a full and
unqualified “Yes.”
We have smiled at the story of the man who
wrote the Internal Revenue Bureau: “I can’t
sleep at night. Here’s S50.00 on the undeclared
tax I owe. If I find I still can’t sleep, I’ll send
you the balance.”
Yet this is the measure in which many yield
their obedience to the Word of God. Augustine
long ago said, “If you believe what you like in
the gospel and reject what you dislike, it is not
the gospel you believe, but yourselves.”
The human tendency is to select from the
Scriptures what we will heed and ignore the
rest. It is easy to stress those things that most
naturally suit us or which can be done most
easily, and gloss over the demands of the gospel
that go against the grain or are difficult.
We have no trouble agreeing that “pure reli
gion and undefiled before God and the Father is
this ... to keep . . . unspotted from the world.”
But we tend to boggle at the rest of the verse,
“to visit the fatherless and widows in their af
fliction” (James 1:27).
We have little trouble with I John 2:15, “Love
not the world, neither the things that are in the
world. If any man love the world, the love of
the Father is not in him”—particularly when we
understand by the “world” only the cheap and
gaudy amusements and customs that don’t ap
peal to us anyway.
But what about I John 3:17, “But whoso hath
this world’s good, and seeth his brother have
need, and shutteth up his bowels of compassion
from him, how dwelleth the love of God in him?”
Examples of similar sort are more numerous
than we like to think. As C. S. Lewis once re
marked about his dog Tim, “He never exactly
obeyed you; he sometimes agreed with you,” so
we tend to obey in the Word of God what we
agree with and ignore that with which we dis
agree.
Anthony Hanson recalls the whimsical story
of a pastor who wrote to his bishop: “My Lord.
10 • HERALD OF HOLINESS

I understand that the diocesan authorities wish
me to take over a certain parish in another
part of the diocese. I must make it clear that I
have no intention of doing this, and I may add
that I will not consent, even if you order me to
do so. I am, my Lord, your most obedient ser
vant . . .”

IT MUST, of course, be said that the Lord does
not ask obedience without comprehension or
understanding.
Every wino on skid row can quote one verse
of scripture—Paul’s words to Timothy, “Drink
no longer water, but use a little wine for thy
stomach’s sake and thine often infirmities.” They
never quote, “And be not drunk with wine,
wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit”
(Ephesians 5:18).
When we commit ourselves to follow Christ,
it is to follow Him all the way. Peter’s problem
with weakness and denial was that he “followed
afar off."
Many have “followed the Lord in baptism”
with water who have refused Christ's own bap
tism with the Holy Spirit. Many have welcomed
the initial cleansing of regeneration who have
refused to say, “Amen,” to the prayer that the
very God of peace himself may sanctify them
wholly, that their whole spirit, soul, and body
be preserved blameless until the coming of
Christ (I Thessalonians 5: 23).
All of us need all the help we can get in find
ing and doing the whole will of God. That is
why the Bible knows nothing of a solitary reli
gion. We are to become members of the body
of Christ in order that we may share what each
has to offer.
The perceptive editor of the Gospel Herald,
John Drescher, has written: “All of us know
how easy it is to have blind spots. This means
we need each other. And I doubt whether any
one can grow in grace and in the knowledge of
Jesus Christ without fellow Christians who are
willing to be used of God in sharing their insight
into Scripture. This is the means of building
each other up into mature persons compacted by
that which every part supplies.”
The words of Mary to the servant in the
household at Cana are always pertinent: “What

soever he saith unto you, do it.” This is not to
deny it, or debate it. or defer it—but do it.
“Whatsoever ' is a large order. Yet it is what
our Lord requires, and we find our own fulfill
ment and our own highest good in obedience as
full and complete as we can make it by His grace.
f;

When Prayer Seems to Fail
When prayer seems to fail, what then? For
there are times in the lives of all praying Chris
tians when prayer seems unavailing and the
heavens seem brass.
The person who denies such seeming failure
gives evidence that his praying has been pretty
much of the sort parodied in the words: "Dear
Lord, bless me and mi/ wife, my son. John, and
his wife, us four and no more. Amen.”
Prayer never fails il it is confined to vague
generalities that never get down to cases and
whose answers would not be recognized if and
when they came. But those who pray for spe
cific concerns may sometimes find themselves
baffled by the seeming futility of their petitions.
Prayer does not fail if it is regarded simply
as a sort of spiritual exercise to keep us in good
trim without really expecting any outward
changes. That prayer is of value to the one who
prays as the exercise of the soul is true in its
own way. But if that is all it is, then the exercise
itself soon turns into a worthless kind of shadowboxing.
When prayer is seen as the Bible presents it.
the means whereby God works in and through
His people to accomplish His purposes and
theirs, the question as to why prayer seems to
fail becomes a pressing concern. As Ella Wheeler
Wilcox worded it years ago:
All who journey, soon or late.
Must pass within the Garden's gate:
Must kneel alone in darkness there.
And battle with some fierce despair.
God pity those who cannot say:
“Not mine but Thine”: who only pray:
'‘Let this cup pass." and cannot see
The purpose in Gethsemane.
THIS TOPIC HAS been worded as it has on
purpose. The purpose is to underline the con
viction that the failure of believing prayer is
seeming, not real.
For one thing, believing prayer is never an
ef:ort, conscious or otherwise, to bend God to
our wishes. That would be nothing higher than
tie incantation of a witch doctor who seeks to
control the powers of his demon-gods.
Christian prayer looks to God as a child looks

to a loving Father. It seeks His will. Where
there is tension between the desire that the cup
shall pass and the sense that for some reason
the will of God has placed the cup there, then
believing prayer does say, ‘‘Thy will be done."
That we cannot always know the specific will
of God for specific cases is quite true. Yet we
pray in the confidence that, as Paul put it, ‘‘the
Spirit helpeth our infirmities”—and the way He
helps them is by making “intercession for the
saints according to the will of God.” That is, He
sorts over our requests, and bears to the throne
above those that are in accord with the will of
the Father.
To debate whether or not it is possible for
prayer contrary to the will of God to be an
swered is a useless argument. It is hard to con
ceive that any true child of God could want for
long and insist on having that which was con
trary to God’s will.
Nor does the prayer, “Nevertheless not my
will, but thine, be done,” take the edge from
faith. The very contrary is true. Such a foot
note to specific requests puts the will of the
praying Christian on the side of God’s will and
tremendously enhances faith.
It is not faith that asks contrary to God’s will.
It is suspicious unbelief that thinks in some way
it knows better than the all-wise and all-loving
Lord.
When prayer seems to fail, what then? Then
is the time to “wait upon the Lord.” It is the
time to search one's heart and life to be sure
there is no rebellion, no careless disregard for
the Bible, no indifference to the deeper concerns
of the Kingdom.
When prayer seems to fail, it is time to com
mit and release the burden to the Lord. It is
time to tarry in trustful faith—perhaps to keep
on asking, but always seeking to know better
the will of the Master.
For His Word is true. He honors those who
put their trust in Him. And though the final
word that He speaks through His providence
may be, “Wait awhile.” or even, “In another
way,” prayer has had what it really most wanted
—the will of God.
□

. . . God is holy: not in the sense that He
observes laws enacted over Him, but in that
He is in perfect accord both in character and
actions with the eternal principles of righteous
ness. God is holy, because His inner character
is one of perfect goodness. God’s actions are
always consistent with the perfect holiness of
His inner character.—Ora D. Lovell.
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PASADENA COLLEGE SERVES ITS COMMUNITY

for children facing social of Bob Huston, Director of Com
crisis in their changing urban munity Relations for the Associated
of Pasadena College. It has
world has caused students at PasaStudents

two main branches—tutors for the
dena College to find a way to serve.
public schools, and tutors in homes
for emotionally disturbed children,
or wards of the court.
In reporting on the work of the
tutorial program, Patricia L. Hislar
relates: "There is no glamour to the
job that must be done. It is often
long, frustrating, and seemingly use
less. But there are rewards— a smile,
a friendly word, a silent brooder who
suddenly opens up and talks out his
problems and longings.” Miss Hislar
concludes, "We cannot go into this
expecting tangible rewards or con
crete evidence of monumental prog
ress. Genuine commitment
makes us vulnerable to hurt, frustra
Tutorial Student Darlene Williams in a
tion, and disappointment."
small-group setting.
Miss Hislar adds—“The children
As a community of 125,831 citizens, and the need, however, are still
Pasadena is part of the vast Los An there; the responsibility cannot be
geles metropolitan complex. The city ignored."
schools have found it difficult to keep
pace with the immensity of their task.
They have met drastic cutbacks in
assistance programs, resulting in con
sequent lack of individualized at
tention to many very needy children.
Children crowd homes for the emo
tionally disturbed and socially un
stable. An average of 30 percent of
public school children are retarded
six months to two years in reading
skills. These young, bewildered, in Roger Sills assists two boys
experienced children with their lack
The tutorial program is endeavor
of educational and social skills are ing to extend its outreach to many
growing up to be delinquents, drop different needs in the community.
outs—at best, unproductive citizens. The projected planning includes the
What they need is someone who establishment of a study center of
cares, someone who can take time to fering academic assistance and guid
search out their potentials. PC stu ed recreational activities. A study
dents decided it was their calling to group is surveying the possibility of
care. They have formed a volunteer channeling volunteers into local Naz
program known as “The P.C. Tu arene churches where their assis
torial Program.”
tance would be helpful.
The tutors are PC students giving
Over the two years of its existence,
of their time and efforts without pay the PC tutorial program has actively
or class credit. The opportunity is involved 125 students. Responses to
for a one-to-one, constructive, hu the presentation of needs have
man relationship under which both brought in over 200 applications.
tutor and pupil will benefit.
These are students at a Christian
Organized in the fall of 1968, this college joining their classmates in
new program is under the leadership saying—“WE CARE”
O

NURSING PROGRAM AT OLIVET

oncern

C

Herbert Kamada with student
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Rayna Kwock with student

Lucinda Sue Smith, Mrs. Mabelle Wil
son, Joan Rice.

The baccalaureate in nursing pro
gram at Olivet Nazarene College is
in its third year. Already the num
ber of nursing students has increased
beyond earlier expectations, and
classrooms
and
laboratories are
crowded.
Bids are opened and the building
contract was let on December 23,
1969, for the new nursing education
building. Construction is scheduled
to start as soon as weather permits.
This new structure will provide
classrooms, nursing laboratory, fac
ulty offices, and a learning resource
center equipped with the latest au
diovisual instructional media. This
will provide the needed facilities for
a total enrollment of 400 nursing
students.
Society demands improved patient
care. Desire of our youth for edu
cation in a professional career has
never been so great. Olivet's program
is designed to help meet these needs.
It is “accredited for providing the
baccalaureate program in nursing for
students with no previous prepara
tion in nursing and for graduates of
diploma and associate degree pro
grams in nursing.” Advanced stu
dents at Olivet total 84, and include
both men and women. There were 71
freshmen entering their first nurs
ing course the second semester.
This growing enrollment of stu
dents creates a continuous need for
those who will invest their abilities
and lives in teaching at Olivet to
help prepare many for worldwide
Christian usefulness and important
leadership positions now and in the
future.
If you have an interest in this
field of Christian service write to
Dr. Harold W. Reed, president,
Olivet Nazarene College, Kankakee,
Ill. 60901.
□

of DeKalb Junior College, Atlanta;
Rev. B. W. Downing, alumnus now
pastoring at Fort Mill, S.C.; Rev.
The board of trustees of Trevecca Jack Lee, district superintendent of
Nazarene College met at the Statler- the Georgia District; Rev. George
Hilton Airport Inn, February 10-11. Privett, alumnus now pastoring in
Members meeting for the first time Concord, N.C.
with the board were: Dr. Homer
The board of trustees presented
Adams, alumnus of Trevecca and Dr. Mark R. Moore, president, a
former dean of the college, now dean plaque in recognition of his leader
ship in achieving accreditation of
TNC. In accepting the plaque Dr.
Moore stated: “I accept this plaque
on behalf of all those who had a
part in bringing Trevecca to the
point of accreditation.”
In the
Other actions of the board focused
on budget items in authorizing the
following:
1. A victory campaign to be in
augurated in the near future to raise
$650,000. Approximately $200,000 will
be used for needed improvements
Education
and the balance will go for capital
he Church of the Nazarene
investments.
recognizes the obliga
2. An operating budget of $1,476,tion of secular and religious
000 for the coming year.
education. No one seriously
The board of trustees elected Mr.
doubts the value of education
and Mrs. John Donohoo, Jr., new
for practical ends. The enor
faculty members for the 1970-71
mous increase of wealth at
school year.
~
the present time is due large
ly to the application of scien
tific knowledge to the prob
MARK MOORE HONORED
lems of production and
In presenting a plaque to President
distribution; the achievements
Mark R. Moore of Trevecca, the fol
of medical science and sur
lowing text of presentation was made
gery in relief of the sick and
by the board of trustees:
injured, and the rapid ad
The work of building a Christian
vances made in every depart
college involves the commitment of
ment of our complex civiliza
many people. There is the leadership
tions, all point to the trained
of the administration, the guidance
intellect as the indispensable
and spiritual influence of the faculty,
element of success. It is upon
the cooperation of staff members, the
this fact, recognized by the
search for knowledge and purpose on
state, that we have our mag
the part of the students, the sacrifi
nificent system of public in
cial giving and prayers of its con
struction.
stituency. All these, and more, are
The Church of the Naza
the instruments in the hands of God
rene recognizes a deeper ob
to establish an institution of Christian
ligation to the Christian edu
learning.
cation of its young people
We recognize the outstanding con
than merely that of practical
tribution of many people, particularly
efficiency. Education is not
those who have served as president
an expedient or a means to
of this institution through the years.
some material end. but the
We believe it is in order, however,
enlargement of a life. That
to particularly recognize the labors
which enlarges, enriches, and
and achievements of the man who so
ennobles personality becomes
earnestly came to head up the work
an obligation upon
every
and achieve a long sought goal;
Christian. The golden link
therefore, we would like to present a
which binds together our
plaque with the following words in
Christian life and our obli
scribed:
gation to Christian education
"In appreciation of the leadership
is a view of Christ as the
of Dr. Mark R. Moore in bringing to
Truth and the indwelling of
a successful culmination the accredi
the Holy Ghost as a guide
tation of Trevecca Nazarene College
into all truth. Those in whom
on December 3, 1969."
the Spirit of Truth dwells be
We are grateful to God for His
come at ease and essentially
blessings. We are grateful for all
“lovers of truth.”
who have had a part in the story of
Dr. H. Orton Wiley
Trevecca and its fulfillment of its
January 14, 1920
manifest destiny.

TRUSTEES OF TREVECCA
TAKE ACTION

herald
gf Holiness

T

We believe the above citation, al
though it speaks specifically of one,
rests upon knowledge of the many
others who have helped to make this
moment one in which to be pro
foundly grateful.
□
ONC EDUCATOR HONORED BY
BALL STATE

A completed building at Ball State
University. Muncie, Ind., has been
named after a professor at Olivet
Nazarene College, Kankakee. Ill.
Carmichael Hall, a circular build
ing which will house classrooms and
dining facilities, was
named after Dr. Ver
nal Carmichael, now
a professor of busin e s s education at
ONC, and the late
Dr. A. Max Car
michael,
formerly
professor
emeritus
of education at Ball
State.
Carmichael
Dr. Carmichael taught at Ball
State from 1927 until he joined the
ONC faculty in 1962. His book,
Business Letter English, first pub
lished in 1949, has enjoyed wide
usage in business education depart
ments.
Carmichael Hall is part of a $9
million complex which also includes
two four-story and one eight-story
residence halls. The complex was
dedicated January 16.
□
NOTE TO NPH

AN ENCOURAGING
WORD . . .

I feel like I should write a
few lines to the publisher of
our splendid paper, the Her
ald of Holiness, and other lit
erature from our Publishing
House. I pass the Herald of
Holiness.
Standard,
Other
Sheep, and Come Ye Apart on
to my friends when I’ve fin
ished reading them and they
enjoy
the
literature
very
much. I find it interesting to
read the “Pro and Con" col
umn. Also, our editor is won
derful in the way he writes
the "Answer Corner."
Keep up the good work, and
may God richly bless all the
workers at our Publishing
House in Kansas City.
I have been a reader of the
Herald of Holiness for over 20
years and would not do with
out it.
Belle Dearsley
Racine, Wis.
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ONC OFFERS PROGRAM IN
PREENGINEERING

ADVANCE
NOTICE

to ALL
Teachers of
ADULT and
SENIOR HIGH
Classes

By now you have noticed the brand-new visual teaching aid in this spring quar
ter’s TEACHING RESOURCES packet—a filmstrip on “Saul’s Conversion” and
“The First Missionaries” to be used with the lessons on May 3 and 10.
In anticipation of these dates, your audiovisual equipment should be checked AT
ONCE. Do you have easy access to a projector and screen that will make an
adequate presentation? If not, this is the opportune time for your church to
invest in some permanent equipment. With the ever increasing use of filmstrips,
this equipment can fill a vital place in the teaching ministry of all the depart
ments of your church.

FIMSTRIP PROJECTOR
FOR DEPARTMENT AND CLASSROOM USE
Top value in miniature, 150-watt projectors with
many features found only in the more expensive
models.
Cooling fan prevents burned fingers, protects film,
prolongs lamp life . . . foolproof film threader with
advance mechanism permits film to move forward
and backward . . . precision Simpson lenses give
bright, sharp picture . . . lightweight, strong, all
aluminum housing. Designed for years of trouble
free service and efficient operation. 8 pounds.

EX-333 .
EX-334

EX-333C

EX-667

................................................ Nationally advertised
NPH price

$44.95
$35.95*

Case for EX-333 . . ................................................ Nationally advertised
NPH price

$10.00
$8.00*

With prestomatic slide change for holding twenty-five 2 x 2” slides.
Nationally advertised $59.50
$47.50*
NPH price

Case for EX-333C . ................................................ Nationally advertised
NPH price

$11.00
$8.80*

SILVER LENTICULAR “OPTIGLOW” SCREEN

Takes the wear of use and abuse better than any other model made today.
Rises to a height of 116" . . . one-step tensioning handles . . . automatic leg
opening . . . “tear drop” case . . . heavy aluminum legs . . . die-cast handle . . .
screen leveler . . . carrying balance . . . all-metal slat bar protects when screen is
closed. Embossing on silver-coated vinyl surface with fabric backing provides
vivid pictures even in partly lighted room. Fungus- and flame-resistant, wash
able.
NPH Price
Nationally Advertised
$35.15*
E-4040R
40 x 40" ..................... ..................................... $43.95
$46.35*
E-5050EDS
50 x 50".................... ..................................... $57.95
$67.15*
E-7070EDS
70 x 70" ..................... ..................................... $83.95
♦Plus shipping charges.

Prices slightly higher outside the continental United States

Check Your Needs NOW-AIRMAIL Your Order AT ONCE!
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
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# BOX 527, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64141

Olivet Nazarene College, Kankakee,
Ill., now offers a program in preen
gineering in affiliation with the Uni
versity of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. The
program provides for a three-year
curriculum at Olivet followed by a
two-year course at the University of
Illinois. The participating student will
then receive both a B.A. and a B.S.
degree.
0
DISTRICT ASSEMBLY
INFORMATION

CENTRAL LATIN-AMERICAN,
Apr. 16-17. First Spanish Church of
the Nazarene, 3123 Perez St., San
Antonio, Tex. 78207. Host Pastor:
Cecilio Velazquez. General Superin
tendent: Dr. Samuel Young.
HAWAII, April 23-24. First Church
of the Nazarene, 408 N. Judd St.,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817. Host Pastor:
Jack Nash. General Superintendent:
Dr. Edward Lawlor.
0
OF PEOPLE AND PLACES

GARY PARRISH, member of Tal
lahassee. Fla., church was recently
awarded a Medical
Grant scholarship by
the Women's Auxil
iary, Leon-WakullaJefferson County
Medical Society.
The auxiliary’ en
courages young peo
ple in following ca
Parrish
re e r s in medicine
and related fields. It sponsors para
medical clubs in high schools.
Parrish has been a member of the
Paramedical Club. He was district
president in 1967-G8. He is also an
active and faithful supporter of his
local church and has contributed a
fine Christian witness.
Gary has been the recipient of
other
awards
for
outstanding
achievements, scholarship, and lead
ership.
He is presently a student at Trevecca Nazarene College and feels a
call to serve as a Nazarene medical
missionary.
0
JOPLIN DISTRICT ministers,
winners in the Sunday school cam
paign, toured the Publishing House
and were the first to view the elec
tronic photo composition equipment
being installed in the production de
partment. Pictured from left to right
are: Charles Miller, Luther Paris,

J. R. Smith, Tom Daniels, Bob Lind Gamma, a society for outstanding
ley, and Dr. Dean Baldwin, district women educators, Outstanding Per
superintendent.
□ sonalities of the Midwest, and the
National Research Association.
MISS LOTTIE PHILLIPS, assis
Prior to serving ONC as an English
tant professor of English, Olivet
teacher since 1964, Miss Phillips
Nazarene College, was invited by the
served as critic teacher for Ball State
National Council of Teachers of
University, Muncie, Ind.
□
English to participate as a speaker
and consultant for the Conference on
English to the Slow Learner, Wash NEWS OF REVIVAL
ington. D.C. The conference was de
REVIVAL IS FLAMING UP on the
signed for those currently teaching
or planning to teach English and or Northeastern Indiana District accord
reading to slow learners in junior ing to Fletcher Spruce, district super
intendent. He relates the special out
and senior high schools.
Miss Phillips has served as speak pouring as an extension to the
er-consultant for the past three revival experienced recently at Olivet
years for the council in this spe Nazarene College.
Thirty churches, he reports, have
cialized area. She represented Olivet
in Honolulu. Hawaii, where she was notified him that in the last three
recognized for her work with the Sundays (hist of February and first
slow learner. Recently her special two in March') they have seen gen
study, “A Study of the Preparation uine spiritual breakthrough.
Singing and preaching have been
of English Teachers for the Teaching
of Slow Learner," was published un interrupted by spontaneous altar ser
der the auspices of the University vices. Hundreds have felt the inspira
of Illinois for the U.S. Office of Edu tion of the Holy Spirit's special visi
tation.
cation Bureau of Research.
Miss Phillips is a doctoral candi
TENNESSEE HALL, a boys' dorm
date at Ball State University. Muncie. at TNC experienced several conver
Ind. She is planning her dissertation sions and heart stirring in the re
in this much needed area of study vival spirit that has now spread over
and research.
the Nashville campus and in Nash
She is a member of Delta Kappa ville churches. With a new depth
of commitment, a group from the
dormitory has been organized for
personal sold winning.— Phillip C.
Jones, reporter.
□

The Seconc
INTERNATIONAL.

Laymen’s Conference
on Evangelism
•

AUGUST 18 through
SUNDAY NOON. AUGUST
MlAM,

U.OUlilA

23

THE MADISON. TENN., church
reports --"Our church was in an oldfashioned revival here several weeks
ago (February 8-10) when hundreds
at Trevecca Nazarene College found
Christ."
The revival that broke
through Nashville churches and on
the campus had broken upon the
Madison congregation also.
Revival follows a year of growth
and gain for the church. A special
drive has focused the attention of
the church on new souls and new'
families. -Steve Powers, reporter. T

"THE VICTORY SWEEPING
COLLEGE CAMPUSES hit Central
last Sunday. February 15. The Spirit's
presence in the morning service was
indescribable. People testified,
prayers were answered, faith prom

ises were made, and questions found
answers. Everyone felt the love and
friendliness shared in the service.”—
Helen Aguilar, Pasadena, Calif.
O
35 YOUNG ADULTS (singles)
from Kansas City First Church
spent the w'eekend of March 7 and 8
in evangelistic outreach.
Their trip to Marshall. Mo., was
a concentrated effort to reach as
many individuals as possible for
Christ and to share the “good news"
of salvation.
Their Saturday schedule included
visitation on prospective families, a
visit to Missouri Valley State College,
singing at the shopping mall and
town square, and an evening service
in the Marshall church.
Sunday, members of the group
taught Sunday school classes and
participated in the morning worship
service.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Copeland are
supervisors of the Young Adult De
partment. Included with the group
is a choir of 20 voices called The
Good Life Singers.
The weekend activity is an out
growth of a new spiritual awareness
among the group. They have felt
their responsibility to minister to
others.—Steve Gunnerson, reporter,
r
NEW CHURCHES ORGANIZED

ALABAMA. Birmingham
(Ala.)
Ridgemont. J. D. Jernigan, pastor.
Reeford Chaney, district superinten
dent.
CHICAGO CENTRAL, Kankakee
(Ill.) Westbrook. James E. Everett,
pastor. Forrest Nash, district super
intendent.
KANSAS CITY, McLouth, Kans.
W. D. Ferguson, pastor. Wilson R.
Lanpher, district superintendent.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, Dub
lin. Calif. Ira J. Hoover, pastor. E. E.
Zachary, district superintendent.
UPSTATE NEW YORK, North
Chili (N.Y) Grace. T. W. Weller,
pastor. Jonathan T. Gassett, district
superintendent.
□
MOVING MINISTERS
Roger D. Atwood from Olive Hill, Ky..
to Odon, Ind.

TO PASTORS AND TREASURERS:
YOUR promptness in mailing the Easter Offering
will help us in the rapid processing of funds.

■ Plan to Attend

Send to
Norman Miller, General Treasurer
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
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Albert R. Butler from Marines to Hope,
Ark.
J. D. Carleton from evangelistic field to
Fort Walton Beach (Fla.) First.
George W. Carrier from Glendale, Ariz.,
to Coolidge. Ariz.
Wilbur R. Casey from Norway, Me., to
Rockland, Me.

VITAL STATISTICS
DEATHS
REV. JOSEPH C. FINGER, 60, died Feb. 20 in
Orlando, Fla. Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. Merton Wilson. Interment was in Lincolnton,
N.C. He is survived by his wife, Lorena; and two
sons, Joe E. and Larry.
REV. CHARLES B. SYLVIA, 87, died Feb. 27 in
Tipp City, Ohio. Funeral services were conducted in
Dayton, Ohio, by Rev. Carl B. Clendenen and Rev.
Roy Watson.
Surviving are a son, Howard; one
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Davidson; four grandchildren;
and one great-grandchild.
NETTIE MARY HERRIN, 78, died Dec. 23 in
Purcell, Okla.
Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. James B. Baker. Survivors include three sons,
two daughters, 16 grandchildren, 19 great-grand
children, and one sister.
LELA MARIE WILES, 54, died Feb. 8 in Science
Hill, Ky. Funeral services were conducted by Rev.
J. G. Wells and Rev. Allen Moran.
She is sur
vived by her husband, Cranston; one son, C. Gordon;
one granddaughter; and three brothers.
MRS. MATTIE MOORE, 90, died Jan. 8 in Bev
erly Manor nursing home in Englewood, Colo. She
had been a charter member at the Pilot Point, Tex.,
organization in 1908.
Funeral services were con
ducted by Rev. Ronald Crosley in Denver. Survivors
include two daughters, Ruth Downey and Lucile
La Broda; three sons, Harold B., Joseph, and James;
nine grandchildren; and five great-grandchildren.
HUGH ENGSTROM died Mar. 1 in Paramount,
Calif. Surviving is his wife, Evelyn (Eddy), former
missionary to China.
MRS. LOLA MAY BALDWIN, 60, died Jan. 28 in
Torrance, Calif. Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. Freeman A. Brunson and Neal Kamp. She is
survived by her husband, Jesse; two sons, Jesse, Jr.,
and Harry R.; and three sisters.
MRS. MARY DAY, 69, died Jan. 20 in Batley,
Yorkshire, England. Funeral services were conducted
by Rev. D. A. Hands. She is survived by her hus
band. John George.
MRS. LILLIE PRYOR, 91, died Jan. 20 in Mari
etta, Ohio. Funeral services were conducted in Par
kersburg, W. Va., by Rev. John Cumberledge. She is
survived by seven sons, Robert, Dale, Wilford, James,
Haskell, Forest, and Hershell; three daughters, Mrs.
C. Frank Beckett, Mrs. Roy McGraw, and Mrs. Don
ald Smith; 22 grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren;
one great-great-grandchild; and one sister.
ROBERT NOBLE died Dec. 20 in a car accident
near Leon, la. Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. L. L. Watters. Interment was at Grand River,
la. Survivors include one son, Robert; three daugh
ters, Mrs. Mary Watters, Mrs. Karen Taylor, and
Mrs. Betty Shiffer; one sister; and two brothers.

BIRTHS
—to Lamar and Jan ce (Price-Williams) Smith,
Dover, Tenn., a boy, Philip Wendel, Nov. 1.
—to Vernon and Jean (Scroggins) Elmore, Baldwin
Park, Calif., twin girls, Lorie Jean and Lynn Marie,
Dec. 9.
—to Rev. James and Wanda (Petry) Hoffman,
Dale, Ind., a boy, Shannon James, Jan. 27.
—to Jim and Carol (Richardson) Mahan, Kansas
City, a boy, James Neil, Jan. 21.
—to Keith and Linda (Rice) Burba, Flint, Mich.,
a boy, Jeffrey Vernon, Feb. 17.
—to Rev. Jerry Olen and Esther (McClain) Rich
ards, Snyder, Okla., a boy, Dec. 7.

MARRIAGES
Arlene (Hews) Hawkes and Harold W. Gretzinger of
Indianapolis at Ogden, Utah, Feb. 14.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
RECOMMENDATION
Rev. C. D. Holley, 529 Jessop, Lansing, Mich.
48910, has entered the evangelistic field after sev
eral years in the pastorate. I am happy to recom
mend him to our people.—Reeford' L. Chaney, Ala
bama district superintendent.

DIRECTORIES
BOARD OF GENERAL SUPERINTENDENTS—Office:
6401 The Paseo, Kansas City 64131. V. H. Lewis,
Chairman; George Coulter, Vice-chairman; Edward
Lawlor, Secretary; Orville W. Jenkins; Eugene L.
Stowe; Samuel Young.
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NEWS OF RELIGION

You Should Know About . . .
COLLEGES EXPERIENCE REVIVAL (additional reports March 25 issue)
WHAT HAPPENED AT TREVECCA NAZARENE COLLEGE? For more than
600 young men and women it will be an event that will live in memory
throughout their lives. For another uncounted number, the week of
February 9-13, 1970, will have eternal significance. Something happened
on the campus of Trevecca Nazarene College the like of which men
rarely experience more than once in a lifetime. The one certainty 'S
that God was present in power!
To say, “What is it?” or, “What is happening?” is to invite the recounting of almost endless experiences.—Drell Allen, director of ad
missions and registrar.
A SPIRIT of prayer had prevaded the campus at Trevecca during
the several youth meetings held in Nashville during late January and
early February. Many victories had been reported.
The chapel on Monday at Trevecca started off as usual except there
was no preaching. Students from Asbury College were given time to
testify of what God was doing in their lives. One girl, who had never
given an altar call before, asked those who wanted to pray to come for
prayer. Within minutes the altar and front seats were crowded with
seekers and friends praying for them. Young people testified as they
felt led to do so and more people continued to come for prayer. The
chapel service continued with no preaching, only prayer and testimony
being used to reach new seekers. Classes did not meet. The chapel was
open all night Monday, all day and night Tuesday through Wednesday.
At no time was there a lull in prayer and praise. From 200 to 300 were
there as late as 2 a.m. Prayer meetings were being held in dormitories.
—Wayne Lee, Head of Department of Education.
□

PERSPECTIVE FROM PASADENA COLLEGE. The Spirit of God is moving
on our campus. There has been a most welcome surge of spiritual ac
tivity during recent weeks. Prayer and Bible study groups have been
meeting and the tide has been running high. Of special significance is
the degree of responsibility to classwork and personal living that has
accompanied this spontaneous revival. We are rejoicing in the spirit
that is pervading the campus.—W. Shelburne Brown, president.
THE ground swell of revival that has reached our campus was pre
ceded by months of Bible study and prayer by several small groups. In
recent weeks many students have been genuinely converted and have
manifested wonderful changes of behavior and attitude. The revival
spirit has continued through an enlarged number of prayer and Bible
study groups. These meetings have been characterized by serious con
cern to understand and obey the Word and a growing sense of responsi
bility in regard to study and to personal relationships within the college
community. There is no sign of letup.—Reuben Welch, college chaplain.

□

STUDENT PERSPECTIVES FROM OLIVET NAZARENE COLLEGE. Our
campus was involved in a scheduled youth revival when two students
from Asbury College arrived at Olivet to share the evidence of a Spiritfilled revival on their campus in Wilmore, Ky. That evening, Saturday,
February 7, the altar lined and relined without the benefit of preaching.
Sunday services at College Church were again filled with the presence of
the Spirit, and extra chairs had to be used to seat everyone in the large
auditorium.
During chapel on Monday, those who had openly opposed the Lord
wept bitterly as they made their way toward freedom. Christians were
moved to talk to lost friends about salvation. The aisles were filled with
seekers and workers. Shouts of victory and rejoicing began to be lifted
to heaven; applause began to resound as hardened hearts left their
seats to pray; testimonies began to be delivered over microphones on
the chapel platform; and again applause and shouts of happiness were
expressed as those who were moments before lost in sin gave glowing
testimonies of newfound faith. Before it was over some six hours had
passed, literally hundreds were saved, and the face of ONC has changed.
—A. R. Dicer.
O
ONE thing I have learned is never underestimate the power of God;
with Him, anything can and does happen!—Diane Wood.
□

DR. PAUL S. REES SPEAKS

The Nazarene Theological Semi
nary in Kansas City enjoyed a ser
mon series the week
of March 17-20 by
Dr. Paul S. Rees as
“Preacher of the
Year.'’ Dr. Rees is
editor of World Vi
sion
magazine
and
a world-renowned
church leader. While
Rees
he was in the city, he
took time to share information with
the Department of World Missions on
missionary trends and to speak to
issues that are facing the church in
its missionary outreach.
□
BETHANY BOARD HOLDS
ANNUAL MEETING

well in religion and philosophy; Prof.
Bill Vaughan in English, languages,
and speech; Prof. Ray H. Moore in
line arts; Dr. Don Beaver in natural
sciences; Dr. Elbert Overholt in edu
cation; Dr. Forrest Ladd in social
and behavioral sciences; and Dr. El
mer Shellenberger in business.
Dr. Cantrell reported to the board
that this year has been a time of
"unusual spiritual victory in both
revivals and chapel services "
Dr. Wesley Moon has been named
to the new post of director of ad
missions, in which he will share
some of the responsibilities previ
ously handled by the registrar and
dean of students.—Gordon Wickersham, news director.
SNOWBARGER TO COLLEGE POST

Dr. Willis Snowbarger, executive
DR. ROY H. CANTRELL was secretary of the Department of Edu
unanimously reelected president of cation, has been elected to a triple
Bethany Nazarene College, Bethany, post at Olivet Nazarene College.
Okla., for a five-year term by the Kankakee, Ill.
The new assignment will include
board of trustees in their annual
the titles—vice-president in charge
meeting March 4.
of academic affairs
During his administration, which
and dean of the col
began in 1947, the college has tripled
lege. chairman of the
in student enrollment, added 11 ma
department of his
jor buildings, bringing campus valu
tory, and professor of
ation from $498,000 to more than $8
history. He will be
million, and increased annual operat
returning to the post
ing budget from $225,000 to $2.7 mil
he vacated five years
lion estimated for 1970-71.
ago when he moved
A new dormitory for women will
Snowbarger
to Kansas City.
be completed in August to house 240
He became the first to hold the
students in air-conditioned rooms.
In the Fine Arts Campaign on the office of executive secretary for the
four-state educational zone, $300,000
has been pledged. With additional
aid of a matching grant, the audi
torium will be modernized, and a
THE NAZARENE
classroom building for music stu
INSTITUTIONS OF
dios, practice rooms, band and choir
HIGHER EDUCATION
rooms will be added to the south
Bethany Nazarene College
of the existing Fine Arts Building.
Bethany, Okla.
Among many additions of equip
British Isles Nazarene College
ment during the past year, one of
Didsbury, Manchester, England
the most significant is the videotape
Canadian Nazarene College
television equipment in the science
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
hall and library.
Eastern Nazarene College
The video teaching aids will be
Quincy, Mass.
used in modern languages, speech,
Nlid-America Nazarene College
music, physical education, teacher
Olathe, Kans.
education, ministerial, and science
Mount Vernon Nazarene College
departments to enable students to
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
see themselves in action and in ex
Nazarene Bible College
periments.
Colorado Springs, Colo.
The board also reelected adminisNazarene Theological Seminary
tractive officials of the college, in
Kansas City. Mo.
cluding Dr. C. Harold Ripper, aca
Northwest Nazarene College
demic vice-president; Dr. Harry
Nampa, Idaho
Craddock, financial vice-president;
Olivet Nazarene College
Dr. Vernon Snowbarger, dean of
Kankakee, III.
students; Harry B. Macrory, assistant
Pasadena College
to the president for development;
Pasadena, Calif.
aid Rev. C. Marselle Knight, direc
Trevecca Nazarene College
tor of public relations.
Nashville, Tenn.
Seven academic division chairmen
were named: Dr. Mel-Thomas Roth

FROM LEFT to right, the men pictured
are Harold Moran, chairman of the
building committee; Attorney Harold
Calkins; Pastor W. Donald Wellman;
George Turner, secretary of the church
board; and John Harris, vice-president
of the Cherry Creek National Bank.
The men are signing the mortgage to
purchase 10.2 acres of choice prop
erty in the southeast section of metro
politan Denver. The new site for Den
ver First Church is on Hampden Blvd,
at Colorado Blvd, and was purchased
for a fifth of its value. Plans for the
projected building program include a
new sanctuary to seat 2,500, a youth
center, educational facilities, and a
day-care center.

Department of Education. He has
set up procedures and established
close communication and good re
lations with Nazarene colleges and
the seminary. He lias also served
the denomination as secretary of
stewardship.
Dr. Snowbarger expects to begin
□
his work at Olivet on August 1.
TOM WILSON TAKES
K.C. ASSIGNMENT

Tom Wilson has moved to Kansas
City with his wife and two daughters
to assume a new assignment in the
Department of World Missions.
He has taken the post of program
director for the department. His du
ties will include edi
torial work for the
Beam. a pamphlet giv
ing guidance to pros
per t i v e missionary
candidates; and the
Link, a pamphlet pro
viding information to
missionaries in service.
Wilson
Other areas of his re
sponsibility will include audiovisuals,
promotion, credentials, and projects.
Just prior to accepting the new
position, Mr. Wilson pastored three
years in Ojai, Calif., on the Los An
geles District.
During his pastorate, the member
ship more than doubled. The church
won the “Most Outstanding Small
Church" award for two consecutive
years. The teen group grew from
three to 40 regulars.
Tom also served on the district
NYFS council and was page editor
for the youth section of the district
paper, Challenger.
C
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Next Sunday's
Lesson

The Answer Comer

By John A. Knight
THE EARLY CHURCH'S LIFE
AND WITNESS

(April 12)
Scripture: Acts 2:43—6:7 (Printed: Acts
2:43-47; 4:13-22)
Golden Text: Acts 5:32

Christian witness is no part-time
job. No “moonlighting” activity! It
pervades every aspect of the believ
er’s life. It is given by life and lip.
It is found in the marts of trade,
classrooms, suburbs, inner city, while
it is nurtured by common worship
in the sanctuary. Where there is no
witness, there is no life in Christ.
The Early Church is our pattern!

1. The Witness of Compassion
Upon being filled with the Holy
Spirit, the disciples parted their
goods “to all men, as every man had
need.” New converts followed the
example set by those who had in
troduced them to Jesus (2:44-45).
Compassion does not whisper. It
shouts the “Good News” of divine
love by its display of concern. So
cial action is inadequate unless ac
companied by compassion. But com
passion, born of the indwelling
Spirit of Christ, always issues in
deeds of mercy.
2. The Witness of Worship
Mere activism and do-goodism
cannot be long sustained, because
the motivation is shallow. Christian
witness is cultivated by mutual wor
ship with fellow believers. Worship,
exaltation of Christ, and increasing
dedication to His work, bring “glad
ness and singleness of heart,” which
alone can be the mainsprings of
Christlike service to men (2:46).
3. The Witness of Boldness
Peter and John, following the
healing of the lame man at the gate
of the Temple, would not be intimi
dated by the authorities who sought
to subdue their witness. In the face
of threatenings, an inner compulsion
would not let them be quiet. “We
cannot but speak the things which
we have seen and heard” (4:20).
Therefore, “they ceased not to teach
and preach” (5:42).
Small wonder the Word of God
increased, and the disciples were
multiplied (6:7).
“With great power gave the apos
tles witness . . .” (4:33).
□
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Conducted by W. T. Purkiser, Editor

For Christians who are taken to be with the Lord at the rapture of the
Church, when and where did the judgment for sin take place? This has been
an unanswered question among believers for a long time.
If I understand your question cor
rectly, the judgment for the believer's
sins takes place when he is "justified''
and born again.
Paul wrote, "Some men's sins are
open beforehand, going before to judg
ment; and some men they follow after"
(I Timothy 5:21) .
Confession and repentance "open"
our sins "beforehand" to the judgment
of God effected at Calvary, and make
it possible for God to be both "just,
and the justifier of him which holierelh in Jesus" (Romans 3:26) .

To be "justified" means to be forgiven. cleared of guilt, acquitted of
liability to punishment, and made right
in the sight of God. It is a legal term,
and has to do with the expunging of
the record of past sins.
The believer will still appear “be
fore the judgment seat of Christ" (Ro
mans 11:10)
to “receive the things
done in his body" (II Corinthians 5:
10) . But this will not be concerned
with destiny to heaven or hell, but
with the measure or degree of rewards
(I Cotinthians 3:11-15: 15:41-42).

What can we do with our old, worn-out Bibles that are beyond use? I have
one that will cost about $70.00 to repair. Is it wise? Can the missionaries
use Bibles that are worn but not worn out?
Somehow or other, I seem to keep
mine. Somebody will undoubtedly dis
pose of them after I am gone, but I
still hare every Bible I've ever owned.
If a copy of the Bible has no fur
ther useful life and space cannot he
spaivd to keep it. I would recommend
that it be made "a burnt offering" Io
the Lord.
We need to get somewhere between
the extremes of a superstitious rever
ence for [taper, ink. and leather and
a careless attitude that would treat the
Bible as if it were nothing of value.
I doubt the wisdom of [taring $70.00

to hare a Bible rebound unless you
hare made extensive notes in it or
hare markings that have personal value
to you.
The cost of mailing or shipping
worn Bibles to the mission field would
exceed the cost of fresh, new copies
available to our missionaries.
More important than what to do
with worn-out Bibles is to use them
and study them enough to wear them
out. A lot of folks hare Bibles for
rears that are as good as new—they're
never been used.

I've just noticed a difference in versions of the hymn “Come, Thou Fount”
in our Nazarene hymnal and five other hymnals I checked. All the others
read, “Prone to wander, Lord, I feel it, Prone to leave the God I love; Take
my heart. Oh, take and seal it, Seal it for Thy courts above.” Ours says, “Let
me know Thee in Thy fullness; Guide me by Thy mighty hand Till, trans
formed, in Thine own image, In Thy presence I shall stand.” Why? How
did Robert Robinson compose it?
The earliest record we hare around
here of the hvmn is in a book pub
lished in 1S36. It was worded then as
it is now in the other hymnals from
which you quote. This presumably was
the way Robert Robinson wrote it. al
though there is a trace of uncertainty
about the exact authorship.
The version given in our hymnal
was the result of editing by Dr. Haldor
Lillenas.
While D4. Lillenas is not here to
gire us bis thinking on the matter. I
am reasonably sure that he felt it was
too pessimistic to represent New Les

lament Chiistianity properly.
"Prone to wander. Lord. I feel it,
Prone to lease the God I love” may
indeed represent the experience of an
unsanctified heart.
But it doesn't seem altogether ap
propriate as the expression of praise
and [rinser on the part of those who
can say with reasonable sincerity, "For
getting those things which are behind,
and reaching forth unto those things
which are before. I press toward the
mark for the pri/.e of the high calling
of God in Christ Jesus" (Philippians
3:13-14).
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1970 PUBLICITY SUPPLIES
TO ADVERTISE YOUR VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
POSTER • DODGER • POSTCARD

tryso^

are three real “finds.” Each full-color piece carries out
the theme. Use for posting, door-to-door distribution, and
mailing. Inexpensive, and real attention-getters with ample
space for date, time, and place of your 1970 VBS program.
Poster. Place in store windows and on bulletin boards or
anywhere for maximum exposure. 12" x 16".
*•1070................................................................20c; 12 for $1.80
Dodger. Just right for mailing or distributing door-to-door,
or place it inside your bulletins for several Sundays before
VBS begins. 5>/2" x 7>/2".
V-2070......................
1 pkg. of 100, $1.50
Postcard. Eye-appealing. For invitations and last-minute re
minders.
*■3070.
1 pkg. of 24, 60c
4 pkgs, of 24, $1.95
Here

DISCOVERY
THEME BUTTON
Eye-catching, colorful theme design. With everyone wearing
this pin-style, metal button, interest is sure to be high for
1970. VBS. 1" diameter.
V-270.............................................
1 pkg. of 24, 75c

THEME NAME TAG
Perfect for the first day of vacation Bible school . . .
and every day. Tag has theme symbol. Punched, and
strung—ready to wear. 2V4" x 2W'V-170
1 Pkg. of 25, 50c
4 pkgs, of 25, $1.50

BANNER
Display it prominently!
In front of your

church this four-color,
silk-screened banner

will catch the eye of
those passing by. Printed
on weatherproof, plasticized

paper and imprinted with
weatherproof ink. 3 x 10 ft.

VX-362

.............................

$6.95

With imprint, $8.95 (allow two
weeks... include imprint
information—dates and time only
-with order).

HEADBAND

UK-400 WOODEN BANNER FRAME

Encourage perfect at
tendance with this

-Use to mount the VBS 1970

Banner.
Hardware

included.

$4.1

DISCOVERY X
VK

black, jeweled crown.
Pupils earn a goldfoil cross seal for

Space for name across
front. Adjustable to
any head size. Order
one for each child.
V-9055
12 for 69c
100 for $4.95

,

A-1872 Attendance Seals for
Headband 1 pkg. of 108, 45c

BACKGROUND DISPLAY
Anew idea in VBS promotion! Set up an inter
est center with other promotional pieces to make
i display that is attention-getting. Use it any
where! This lightweight tri-fold stands by ititlf,.. can be set up immediately. Same fourcolor design as the outdoor banner. 28" x 56".
V470 .....................
$2.25

BALLOON

DISCOVERY

Here is something boys and girls always enjoy taking
home. Adds excitement to the publicity, decorations,
and even a parade. Assorted bright colors.
V-570
..........
1 pkg. of 24, $1.50
3 pkgs, of 24, $3.60

GOOS WAY
Today's World

PENCIL
Distribute as awards and prizes. Luster-finished
Imprinted: “Vacation Bible School.” Durable
eraser, IW long. Assorted colors.
V-5S
5c; 100 for $4.50

RIBBON
Create interest in a different way! Pin one
on everybody attending the previous Sunday
school and church. Royal blue ribbon with
gold-stamping: “Let's Go to VBS.” 4" x
V166

10 for 50c; 100 for $3.50

OFFERING ENVELOPE
Simplifies giving and helps both children and adults
wine their stewardship responsibilities.
Features a
Wl-color picture with space for name. 2I/z" x 4*/4".
*•9059 ....................
100 for 95c; 1,000 for $7.00

BUMPER STICKER
An effective way of promoting news of your
school. Space for date and place. Assorted fluorescent colors. 145/b" x 4".
V-6984
20c; 12 for $1.80; 100 for $15.00

VACAIIBN
BIBLE BOHBBL

DOORKNOB
HANGER
New for 1970! When
the VBS worker finds no
one at home, a hole
punched in the top of
this full color hanger allows him
to place it on the doorknob in
full view. Space for dates, time,
place. 51/2" x 8V2".
V-9051
100 for $2.00

him slightly higher outside the continental U.S.A.

PROMOTIONAL SUPPLIES ARE IMPORTANT • ORDER TWO MONTHS BEFORE YOUR SCHOOL BEGINS.

BULLETIN
FOLDER
This special bulletin has a
full-color front-cover de
sign. Inside two pages are
blank for use as a Sunday
morning bulletin, in the
closing program, or as a
publicity letter. Imprinted:
“God's Way in Today's
World — Vacation Bible
School,” with theme pic
ture on back. High-grade
mimeo stock; shipped flat.
V-1184
100 for $2.25
500 for $9.00

We are debtors to every
man to give him the gos'
e same measure
as we have received it.
— PHINEAS F. BRESEE

WITNESSING

VISITATION

THE ANGUISHED CRY
TVro man cared for my soul (Fsalms 142:4).
' This desolate cry of rejection kept prodding at
my conscience one day until I began to wonder:
Just how much do Christians really sympathize with
those outside? Are we as deeply concerned for the
unreturned ones as we like to think? Where is the
proof?
With this in mind I turned to the telephone direc
tory, randomly selected the names of five people —
a businessman, an attorney, a physician, and two
housewives. To each of them I put the same five
questions.
Each one was interested in what I was doing, and
all cooperated well. But to me, as a Christian, the
answers were embarrassing, causing me to look
deep into my own soul.
In a city where there were churches on dozens of
corners and professing Christians by the thousands,
I was face-to-face with the astonishing indifference
we generally manifest toward those on the outside.
Here are the questions I asked, and the answers
received.
1. Are you an active Christian? AU answered no.
2. Has anyone ever made a consistent effort to
persuade you to become one? Three gave a definite
no to this. One said, “A long time ago, someone did.”
Only one said yes.
3. Have you any intention of ever becoming a
Christian? To this, two said no. Three said yes,
they hoped to.
4. In your opinion, should Christians definitely try
to persuade others to accept that way? Two answered
in the affirmative, three in the negative.
5. What do you expect, first of all. of a Christian?
One replied, “Honesty;” the businessman, “The

application of the golden rule.” The physician had
no definite idea.
In looking back to this experience today 1 paused
to ask myself some questions. The answers I came
up with seemed good.
Is there any other investment one can make that
will pay off in the lifelong satisfaction, in later
gladness, more than the positive effort a Christian
devotes to help others find the way of life? Is there
any memory richer or more productive of joy than
those that bring to mind some precious persons
who are living the Christian life because we set
out to win them?
Searching for the answer to these questions, I
remembered:
• A good and wonderful man who, though now his
health has failed, has behind him a number of fruitful
years in the ministry —because as a young pastor I
made a few calls in his home;
• A splendid missionary, doing a great work in a
foreign land, because a dedicated schoolteacher
persisted in contacting his parents;
• A talented and committed layman who serves
well in his church and community —because a teen
age boy and his pastor called in his home one very
stormy night.
And so it could go on and on like this, every
memory a rich joy to someone, a treasure greater
than all the jewels and gold of earth. In helping
others we lay up treasure, not just for the life to
come, but for the later years of this life as well.
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